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DEVELOPING TOMORROW’S 
RESEARCH PROFESSIONALS TODAY.

RE-ENVISIONED CLINICAL 
RESEARCH TRAINING

AN IDEAL FIT FOR ALL ROLES WITHIN 
CLINCIAL RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

Have you ever dreamed of starting a career in 

clinical research? Or maybe you are already 

working in the industry, but still struggling to 

understand the bigger picture? If this sounds 

familiar, then TASK Academy’s exciting new 

offering Foundations and Beyond – The Clinical 

Research Journey – may be exactly what you 

have been looking for!  

This innovative and immersive online course will 

enable you to kickstart and accelerate your 

career in clinical research as you navigate your 

way through the full lifecycle of a clinical trial by 

means of a mock Phase III trial. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS COURSE?

As this course is multi-faceted, it can be 

completed by:

• Individuals, even with no background in clinical  

 research, interested in getting their foot in the  

 door.  

• Those already employed in the industry (e.g.,        

     research nurses, investigators, pharmacists,    

     clinical research associates, administrative  

     staff), or 

• Organisations looking to strengthen the 

     knowledge base of their collective workforce. 

Our comprehensive online course has the following 
features: 

100% online on our e-platform – study at your own 

pace on any device from anywhere in the world

Developed by industry for the industry 

From drug development to final study report

 Rich and immersive learning content

Interactive course using real-life interviews, case 

studies, storytelling, quizzes and simulations to 

engage the individual and facilitate enhanced 

learning

This course will take on average 20 – 30 hours to 

complete

Two certificates for the price of one! 

 o Downloadable customised certificate on      

  completion of 9 modules of learning

 o Bonus feature: ICH GCP R2 certification on 

  achievement of 80% in an interactive quiz  

  where learner has multiple attempts to  

  complete

Our easy-to-use platform allows you to complete a 

quick registration, enrol on our learning 

management system and receive your certificate/s 

immediately after you have completed the course. 

With easy-to-follow instructions, you have 

everything at your fingertips.



LEARN ABOUT THE FULL LIFECYCLE 
OF A TRIAL – FROM STUDY START-UP 
TO CLOSE-OUT

I N D E P E N D E N T L Y  Q U A L I T Y  
A S S U R E D  T R A I N I N G

IAOCR 

F O U N D A T I O N S  A N D  B E Y O N D  
 T H E  C L I N I C A L  R E S E A R C H  J O U R N E Y

COST

The course is running at a special launch price of 

$199 per learner. This is a once-of cost and there 

are no additional expenses. 

Discounts may be given to large groups. 

ACCREDITATION

The course has been independently quality 

assured by IAOCR (https://www.iaocr.com), is 

accredited by the Accreditation Council for 

Clinical Research & Education (ACCRE) and is 

recognized by the TransCelerate Biopharma INC. 

GCP mutual recognition program.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?

You will experience how the sponsor goes about 

developing a protocol, how sites are selected 

globally for participation, how approval by 

regulatory authorities is granted, and how the 

trial is implemented with the help of the 

necessary role-players. 

Trial conduct will be explored in depth – you will 

learn about how study participants are recruited, 

consented, enrolled and randomised. 

Furthermore, the roles and responsibilities of 

various team members will be explored – from a 

clinical research associate (CRA) to the trial 

pharmacist to the data manager. Important 

aspects such as management of safety, 

investigational product and quality are also dealt 

with extensively. 

CONTACT

If you are interested in enrolling for this course, 

please contact us at academy@task.org.za

Developing tomorrow’s
research professionals
today.


